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THE NIGHT SKY THIS MONTH – JUNE 2022 

 

The Sun reaches solstice on June 21, 2022 as it reaches its northernmost point on the ecliptic. 

Image of Sun (1st June 2022) 

June 2022 brings a procession of planets in the early morning sky. For much of the month, all five bright planets are 

visible in a long arc before the sun rises, and they’re visible from east to west in order of their distance to the Sun – a 

rare alignment indeed. Jupiter and Saturn grow in size and brightness and reveal plenty of fascinating detail in a 

small telescope, while Mars also slowly brightens and grows larger. And of course, the best part of the Milky Way 

returns with its rich collection of hundreds of star clusters, star-forming regions, dark nebulae, and star clouds. 

Here’s what to see in the night sky this month… 

 

2 June. In the north western sky after sunset lie the 

two bright stars of Gemini, Castor and Pollux, and a 

slender crescent Moon. 

3 Jane. Rare sight for amateur astronomers as five 

planets align 

Mercury, Venus, Mars, Jupiter and Saturn will be 

visible in order of their distance from the sun from 

Friday. 

For those who can face the early start, and have an 

unobstructed view of the horizon to the east and 

south-east, Mercury, Venus, Mars, Jupiter and Saturn, 
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could all be visible before the faintest, Mercury, vanishes in the glare of sunrise. 

It is not uncommon to see two or three planets close together, but the five that can be spotted with the naked eye 

have not appeared in order, as viewed from the northern hemisphere, since December 2004. 

 

“This is really cool,” said Prof Beth Biller, personal chair of exoplanet characterisation at Edinburgh University’s 

institute for astronomy. “We now know of many other stars hosting multiple planets. This is a rare opportunity to 

see the same thing closer to home, with all five ‘naked eye’ planets in our solar system visible at once.”  

... and at 45 minutes before sunrise on 24 June the moon joins the planetary line up 
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5 June. Saturn reaches it stationary point and begins retrograde motion, moving westward against the background 

stars on its way to opposition in August. The planet lies in eastern Capricornus and shines at magnitude +0.7. Its disk 

spans about 17” and its rings are tilted about 13o to our line of sight. 

7 June. First Quarter Moon 

7 June 7.00pm Preseli Astronomy Group Meet Letterston Memorial Hall.  

 Topic this month “Astro-Photography” followed by an observing session.  All welcome. 

14 June. Full Moon “Moon Illusion” 

At 23.00 BST (22.00 UT) When close to the horizon at moonrise the Moon looks huge! 

15 June ”Sky at Night” BBC4 10.00pm  

  

21 June. Last Quarter Moon 

21 June. The June solstice arrives at 09:14 UT marking the beginning of summer in the northern hemisphere and 

winter in the southern hemisphere, and the longest and shortest days of the year. 

24 June: at 45 minutes before sunrise on 24 June the moon joins the planetary line up Mercury, Moon, Mars Jupiter 

nd Saturn! (SEE 3 June) 

29 June. New Moon, 

 

Geoff Winterman: Pembrokeshire                                                                                                                          1st June 2022 


